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To start open your browser from your computer, tablet or smartphone and go to
www.crowdmapping.eu
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Scroll down to reach the part of the page with the link to access the map of the
LOOPER Living Lab of your interest.
At this point you can either:
A. Click on the image/name of the LOOPER Living Lab and you will be redirected to
the home page of the web app of the city of your interest
or
B. Click on the “Insert geoTAG!” and you will be automatically redirected to the map
where you can place the tag
NOTA BENE: with option B, if you don’t have your credential saved (automatic
log in) you will only be able to try the web app but you will not be able to save
any data.

EDITOR USERS AND
ADMINISTRATOR USERS GUIDE
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If you choosed the image/name from the previous page, you will now find yourself
in the home page of the web app (Verona is used for this user manual).
In this page you will have a set of choices:
A. Log in
B. Browse the map
C. Edit your data (both editor and administrator accounts)
D. Manage every data (only administrator accounts)
E. Place a geoTAG in preview mode (saving not possible)
NOTA BENE: you always have to log in BEFORE placing your geoTAG otherwise
you will not be able to save any data.
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To log in you have to insert your credential in the top right part of the page.
Once you have filled “username” and “password” you can press log in and you will
enable the various options of the app.
Some options are open both for EDITOR users and ADMINISTRATOR users, while
other are open only for ADMINISTRATORS.
NOTA BENE: only participants with a log in can plage geoTAGs autonomously,
all other participants can ask administrators of their LOOPER Living Lab if they
can add a geoTAG to the map.
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6-16

Once you succesfully log in the page will slightly change, and this is how it will look
like.
Firstly we will talk about how to place a geoTAG (step 6 to 16), then there are other
interesting options that can be found in the home page but that will be explained
later in this guide.
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As soon as you select “place geoTAG” from the home page you will be redirected
to a map that will ask you if you allow the website to use your current location (this
appens only in the dekstop version).
You should allow the browser to use your location, in this way the map will
automatically move the map to your position.
Once you allowed the device to move to your location, you will se a page like this
(with a different placing).
As it is possible to see in the image in the next page there are a set of buttons that
can be used to place your geoTAG and to add informations to it.
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On top left (dotted blue circle) there is the zoom in and zoom out option.
You will find this button also in the tablet/smartphone version, but in that case you
can also use your fingers to zoom.
Next to it you will have the “>GPS<” button (dotted green circle) which moves the
map to show your current position, not the one of the pin that you placed.
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The the button in the dotted blue circle can be used to change from map to satellite
image.
This is useful if it is needed to find a specific place using reference points (i.e. square,
park)

9a

The pin button (always dotted blue circle) can switch on and off the geoTAGs placed
by other users.
If the button is grey it means that the geoTAGs are switched off.

9b

If the button is blue it means that the geoTAGs are switched on.
If the option is switched on it will also show your geoTAGs, not only the ones from
other users.
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The the button in the dotted blue circle has to be used to choose the type of
geometry that you want to use to place the geoTAG.
The “Point geometry” option places a simple point on the map.
To do so it is needed to click (or tap if a smartphone/tablet is used) and the geoTAG
will be placed.

11a

The “Line geometry” option places a line, composed by various points, on the map.
To do so it is needed to click (or tap if a smartphone/tablet is used) where you want
the line to start, and where you want the line to end and the geoTAG will be placed.
If you want to draw a broken line it is necessary to click the start and end point, but
also all the points in which the line changes direction.
To close the line you need to double click on the ending point.
Please see images 11a-11b-11c to view how it works.
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The “Polygon geometry” option places an area, composed by various points, on
the map.
To do so it is needed to click (or tap if a smartphone/tablet is used) on the position
of each vertex which creates the area and the geoTAG will be placed.
To close the polygon you need to double click on the ending point.
Please see images 12a-12b-12c to view how it works.
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The “Data & files” button opens a pop-up with a set of fields to fill.
It is not mandatory to fill all the fields but it is kindly recommended to do so, in this
way everyone will have a better comprehension of the situation.
NOTA BENE: you can go back and forward between the map and the “Data
& files” at any time during the process without deleting what you have done
until now.

13a

The first field is “Label”.
Here you have to write an extremely short description of the issue/good practice
you want to tag.
There is a limit of characters that you can write.
NOTA BENE: you will see this field on the map when you place the geoTAG,
because of this the shorter the label the clearer the map will stay.
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The second field is “Description”.
Here you can write as much as you want to write more in detail what are you
tagging.
The description can be seen when the tag is selected on the general map.

13c

The third field is “Keywords”.
Here you can write one, or more, keywords that suit the tag. These can be later used
to do some search with a keyword.

13d

The fourth field shows a list of categories that are specific of the LOOPER Living Lab
that have been chosen in the beginning.
Here you have to select the category which is most suitable to the geoTAG you are
placing.

13e

The fifth field shows a rating list.
This list is needed to point if the geoTAG wants to add a criticity or a good practice
(i.e. presence of greenspaces = positive/optimal, traffic = critical).

13f

The last field allows to attach a document (image, pdf, word document, etc.) to the
geoTAG.
To do so you need to click on “choose file” which opens a tab from which it is
possible to select the file you want to attach.
NOTA BENE: if you are using a smartphone or a tablet by clicking on “choose
file” you will also have the option of take a picture with the camera integrated
in your device.

13f

Once you select the file you will return to the pop-up and you will see the name of
the document you choose in the last field.
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As you finish to fill the “Data & files” you can click outside the pop-up and you will
return to the map.
Once you completed everything and you are ready to save the geoTAG you must
press the “Save” button (blue dotted circle) and this will end the process.
NOTA BENE: THE geoTAG WILL BE SAVED ONLY IF YOU PRESS THE “SAVE”
BUTTON
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After pressing “Save” you will be automatically redirected to the page you can se
above.
This page will show you a preview of the geoTAG you placed and here you have two
option (the two blue buttons on bottom right of the map):
- Visualize complete map
- Place other geoTAG
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If you press the “Visualize complete map” button you will be able to view a map of
your LOOPER Living Lab with every geoTAG that have been placed by you and by
every other user.
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As soon as you finished with the geoTAG placement you can go back to the home
page where you can find other options that can be used from Editor Account, while
others can be only used by Administrator Accounts.
On the top right side of the home page it is possible to see the Menu button (blue
dotted circle), which shows a wide range of options (some of which can be found in
the bottom part of the home page).
Editor Accounts can use options A-B-C-D.
Administrator Accounts can use every option.

18a

As you click on “browse the geoTAG map” you will be redirected to a page in which
you will see the area interested by the LOOPER Living Lab you are working with.
The map will show you every geoTAG already placed by other participants. You will
also see your geoTAGs if you already placed some.
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If you move to the “query the geoTAG archive” you will find a set of options to find
specific geoTAGs from the list of all the ones placed.
From here you can search by one of the following options:
- attachment
- description
- timestamp
- label
- keywords
- category
or you can choose to search with two or multiple of them.
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If you open the “geoTAG archive manager” you will see:
- your geoTAG (if you have an Editor account)
- every geoTAG (if you have an Administrator account)
Here you can modify every aspect of the geoTAGs that have been placed by clicking
on the pencil in the first column of the list.

ADMINISTRATOR USERS GUIDE

18d

THIS OPTION IS FOR ADMINISTRATOR USERS ONLY.
The “categories manager” can be used to change the categories of geoTAGs from
which Editor users can choose while placing the geoTAG.
As in the “geoTAG archive manager” to change something you have to click on the
pencil.
To add a category fill the fields in the last row and at the end click on the green tick
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THIS OPTION IS FOR ADMINISTRATOR USERS ONLY.
Here you can add and modify users.
To modify a user click on the pencil, here you can also change the account type
(Editor or Administrator).
To add and account fill every field of the last row and validate the account by
clicking on the green tick.
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THIS OPTION IS FOR ADMINISTRATOR USERS ONLY.
The “configuration manager” can be used to change the settings of the pages of
the LOOPER Living Lab that you are in.
As in the previous example to modify something you need to change the pencil
button in the first column.
NOTA BENE: it is better if you do not make changes in this page to keep the
layout of every LOOPER Living Labs the same.

